Students UNiting for Real Impact to Society through Engineering (SUNRISE)
Project SUNRISE

• The program introduces engineering students at all stages to real-world problems, particularly in underprivileged communities.

• This academic year we are honored to partner with Los Angeles County Department of Health Services to look at needs in Preventive Health for Vulnerable Populations.
Fall Semester

• Apply and go through process to become a DHS volunteer
• Students do customer discovery by traveling with DHS team to see our communities in need.
• They will be able to apply for customer discovery funding as an individual or team (teams preferred) with a meaningful concept for a solution.
Spring Semester

• Students will participate in VSi2 workshops to learn about effective business model development.
• They will also participate in more customer discovery to get feedback on their ideas.
• We will have a showcase with teams presenting their potential solutions on March 25, 2019.
To Do

- Apply at `viterbiinnovation.usc.edu/sunrise`
  - As a team or as an individual
  - Must have a Viterbi student on your team
  - Name, email, major, and short statement of interest
- Apply at `https://apps.dhs.lacounty.gov/CEF`
  - Need SSN
- Get health clearance form
  - TB skin tests, vaccinations
Why?

- Yes, it will take some effort to get cleared to interact with patients
- Opportunity to help solve real problems
- Make an impact in our local community